
MESSAGE DISCUSSION QUESTIONS
Read Acts 6. What are some questions you have about this passage?

Why do you think the disciples were increasing in number? 
What did this growth in the number of Jesus’ disciples result in? Why? 

Who are the 12 mentioned here?
What did they say was their primary purpose/task? Why?

What did they encourage the group to do? What three qualities  
did they say were important for these newly appointed ‘servants’?

What do we know about these seven men who were chosen?
What did the apostles (12 leaders) do for these 7 men? Why?

What was the result of the simple (yet decisive) actions taken? Why?
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EXPLORE THE TEXT

ACTS 6:1

ACTS 6:2, 4

ACTS 6:3

ACTS: 5-6

ACTS 6:7

TRUTH TO LIVE BY
*PROTECT UNITY BY GUARDING AGAINST DIVISIONS (6:1)
1. Church growth often reveals existing cultural divisions: What were the major
     differences between ‘Hellenist’ Christians & the ‘Hebrew’ Christians? What are
     some modern day divisions that exist amongst Christians? Why do they exist?  
     What does Jesus have to say to us about what we should do?
2. Church growth catches Satan’s attention: What did Satan seek to use to stop 
     the church from growing? Why do you think he used this strategy?
 3. Jesus’ church on earth is NOT perfect: Prejudice, pride, greed, long lasting
     animosity and distrust are nothing new to the church because of sin. What are 
     some of the modern-day divisions that exist in Jesus’ church? Why?

*KEEP FIRST THINGS FIRST (6:2-7)
4. Leaders must act: Why is it so important spiritual leaders LEAD when hard 
     things happen in the church? Give an example that you’ve experienced.
5. Conflict and division are different: In what ways are conflict and division  
     different? How can conflict be helpful? Why is division never helpful?
6. Major on the majors and minor on the minors: Why is this principle so  
     important? Give an example.
7. In essentials unity, in nonessentials liberty; in all things charity (love).  
    Why is this statement so important & helpful? Give an example.
8. Focus on the Great Commission (Matt. 28:19-20)  
      & Great Commandment (Matt. 22:37-39)
     Why is this so important? Give an example from your life. 
9. Surrender to the Holy Spirit’s control & serve others based on gifting.
     Why is it so important to surrender to the Holy Spirit’s leadership? Example?

Which of the above truths do you need to practice in your life this next week?


